Think Your Client Alerts Are Good?
Check Out Crowell’s Litigation Forecast
Crowell & Moring on Wednesday released its eighth annual Litigation
Forecast--a forward look by firm lawyers at potential challenges corporate
counsel may encounter in the coming year.
By Jenna Greene

As someone who writes about litigation and Big
Law, I’m an avid consumer of law firm publications.
One of the best, in my opinion, is Crowell & Moring’s Litigation Forecast—a forward look by firm
lawyers at potential lawsuits corporate counsel may
encounter in the coming year across a wide swath of
practice areas.
The firm on Wednesday released its eighth annual
forecast, diving into litigation based on AI-enabledand other smart products. The forecast also looks at
employment suits challenging non-compete agreements; new avenues for false advertising suits, disability litigation, venues for patent litigation, legal data
analytics and more—all with an overarching theme of
regulation by litigation.
The forecast is formatted to look like a snazzy,
36-page magazine. The firm sends out several thousand hard copies to clients and in-house counsel, and
gets another 10,000-plus reads online.
Mark Klapow, co-chair of the firm’s litigation group
and editor of the forecast, said the publication is
designed to be “easily-digestible”—something that can
be read cover-to-cover in an hour or less, without the
stuffy, retrospective feel of a law review article or case
digest.
“We get a lot of feedback from clients and lawyers
at other firms,” Klapow said—a reception that makes
the (considerable) work involved worthwhile. Indeed,
putting together the publication, which showcases
more than a dozen firm partners, begins about nine
months before publication.
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This year’s cover story, “A Tangled Web” focuses on
litigation involving the internet of things and AI.
Here’s an excerpt:
“According to the World Economic Forum, there
will be more than 20 billion devices connected to
the Internet of Things by the end of this year, from
smart watches to doorbells, refrigerators, security
cameras, and voice- powered assistants. The first
wave of product liability attacks against IoT devices
foundered on a basic legal problem: the products had
not failed. Plaintiffs’ lawyers tried to create causes of
action based on the potential for failure, but those
claims were dismissed for lack of standing.
“Now, however, as more IoT devices are in service
and performing critical life- and safety-protecting
applications, product failures have begun. And as
breaks occur, a new wave of tort litigation threatens to
derail a company’s digital business innovations.”

Crowell partner Cheryl Falvey, a former general
counsel of the Consumer Product Safety Commission,
points out that when failures occur in digitally enabled
products–which often involve components from many
suppliers and partners–it’s difficult to figure out who is
to blame.
“We are going to see even more finger-pointing in
court about who’s liable, as different suppliers dispute
whether they are responsible for the product’s failure,”
she says in the article.
Consumer warnings and disclaimers won’t necessarily be enough to dodge liability. “There’s a general
feeling among tech start-ups that you can just disclaim
or warn away that lack of performance as a software
‘glitch,’” Falvey said. “But when that performance
glitch relates to safety, a warning may not be enough.
The law is very clear that if you can design away a
product defect, you can’t just stick a warning on the
product and hope things don’t go wrong.”
She also anticipates fights over software.
“You might have several software developers
contributing to the functionality of the product,” she
said. To get to the root of the problem, companies
may need to carefully scrutinize each piece of software.
“But you might not have the right to look into
that proprietary software. So we think there will be
litigation fights over discovery asking for software
source code as companies try to figure out what went
wrong.”
Another interesting article features labor & employment partner Tom Gies, who looks at non-compete
agreements and other post-employment restrictions.
“As companies become more aggressive in trying
to enforce post- employment restrictive covenants,
‘there’s been a fair amount of pushback by courts that
are skeptical of attempts to enforce them and less
inclined to grant temporary restraining orders against
former employees, particularly medium- and lowerlevel employees,’ says Gies.

“Some courts appear reluctant to enforce agreements that could essentially limit a person’s right to
make a living—especially where the mid- or lowlevel employee did not have much bargaining power
when hired. And in a time when company-employee
loyalty has all but disappeared, some courts may view
switching jobs as a ‘new normal,’ as employees seek to
advance their careers through lateral moves.”
I was also intrigued by a piece that examines false
advertising lawsuits.
Traditionally, companies upset with their competitors’ ads turned to a voluntary forum—The National
Advertising Division, part of the Council of Better
Business Bureaus—to sort out their complaints.
But in the past year, Crowell’s Holly Melton says
there’s been an uptick in Lanham Act false advertising
litigation. “Many advertisers have elected to pursue
claims in federal court, even when the advertising
at issue is not necessarily expressly false but only
impliedly so, which carries the additional evidentiary
burden of proving consumer deception,” she reports.
Why the change? “Today what I more often hear
from advertisers is that they view the NAD process as
less predictable, and we are seeing more decisions with
a clear winner and a clear loser,” she said.
“It used to be that if your advertising was literally
truthful but subject to being construed as misleading,
companies could rest easy that the most likely avenue
for a challenge would come through NAD. Companies were less likely to be challenged in court because
of the higher evidentiary burden relating to impliedly
false advertising claims,” she continued. “I don’t think
companies can rest so easy these days. They should be
aware of the increased appetite for filing false advertising cases in court.”
Jenna Greene is editor of The Litigation Daily and
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